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For me, my teenage years: locker rooms oversprayed by Axe for some ridiculous levels. Usually Apollo or Kilo. And then a few years later – I discover Old Spice, with its hilarious commercials and macho persona isaiah Mustafa. We all know these two are fighting things out on the trade. However, what is actually better –
Axe or Old Spice? After using both the past – and another fan of Axe body washes, my verdict is:... even though I'm still a proud Dark Temptation user: deodorants are a tie. Both brands moved some of their body spray perfumes to stick to deodorants. Believe it or not, Axe is better if you want a more stylish flavor. Their
Phoenix (some reviews) is amazing – with a classic, slightly fruity flavor with citrus, geranium and lavender. It has a scent that has nothing to do with the typical Axe over-the-top smell. Old Spice is better for deodorants for high intensity activities. Pure Stop stick deodorant steamrolls over other comparable products.
Fresh smell for the active person and improved sweat protection if you go with your invisible anti-perspirant. Lorem Ipsum Lorem Ipsum Axe Phoenix Great blend of lavender, citrus and geranium Sami protection in an elegant way – great social events Good for sensitive skin also check the price of the amazon thing is,
many people still think both brands only in terms of body sprays. This rings specifically apply to the Axe, even if their product strategy has changed a lot. Let's see how. Let's face it – body sprays are a dying product. Most brands, Axe and Old Spice included, are heavily branched out to deodorant sticks and body washes.
Of course, they still retain some varieties of their sprays with variety packages like this Axe one. There is one very important reason why I will go for Old Spice here: It's not that depressing. This is the biggest problem with axe sprays, they're too strong and too stinky in most cases. Even if the base is good, they're too
chemical and punch you in the nose. (Aside from the Dark Temptation, which I certainly like.) Some people say that while The Axe is too juvenile, Old Spice has some grandpa stink. Absolutely not, or they haven't been checking out Old Spice sprays in recent years. Old Spice sprays are more toned down. Their
Wolfthorn body spray smells fresh, keeps you fresh and actually has a good flavor if you need a casual daily body spray. It's my substitute, and when I know it, I need more... moderate as I smell, I get it out of the wardrobe and into my body. In mode, of course  As I mentioned, the rule of thumb is: Old Spice sportier,
high intensity deodorants axe more extravagant or social times hitting sports or going on the run? Both Old Spice BearGlove or PureSport will keep you minty and help with what I call the armpit stank. with friends, date or title title night club? Axe's Dark Temptation will do wonders – a slightly sweet blend of hot chocolate,
red pepper and amber is nothing to scoff at. Although some axe sticks are sticky in quality/smell, dark temptation has always been a staple choice... ... unlike its advertising, that was the stuff of nightmares for me when it came out. Here it is: Gotta also do Old Spice – sure to have some cool looking (and smelling) body
washing. However, this is the official territory of the Axe. Sage, cedar wood and freshness - this is the story of Apollo body washing. Cheap, lather well, keep you cheered and ready to deal whatever you do and whoever you have to deal with. There is a catch, though. People who: Have really sensitive skin Want
something more tropical Old Spice's Fiji body wash is a better alternative. It's as if you teleported yourself to the Pacific Ocean and all you have to do is ply yourself on a chair and sip a cocktail for a day well spent. If you want something more classic, Wolfthorn also makes for a great choice. Even now I have one as a
spare bottle at home: Unlike body spray audience targeting, both Axe and Old Spice body wash are for everyone. They smell (and feel) well for everyone from teens fratboys to middle-aged men to older gentlemen. The axe is part of the mega-corp Unilever. Fun fact - the brand is known as The Axe usa. However, it is
titled as Lynx in the UK, Ireland, Australia and New Zealand. For some reason, this is a Lynx in China too! The Axe brand was not bought by Unilever – it's been through its brand portfolio since its inception in 1983. Old Spice was launched as a brand called Early American Old Spice. It was long overdue, in 1937. Fun
fact: initially, the brand's products were aimed at women. I can't really imagine that. Old Spice is not the most attractive brand you can use for women's body care products... Anyways, originally Old Spice is manufactured by the Shulton Company. Now it's part of none except another mega corp – Procter &amp; Gamble.
You can see the brand's full history on its official site here. Swagger Body Wash Fiji with Palm Tree Body Wash Exfoliate with Charcoal Body Wash Relax with Lavender Body Wash Moisturize with Shea Butter Body Wash Timber with Sandalwood Body Wash Ultra Smooth Slate Face &amp; Body Wash Ultra Smooth
Fresh Start Face &amp; Body Wash Captain Body Wash Steel Courage HydroWash Body Wash Hydrowash Pure Sport Plus Body Wash Bearglove Wild Collection Body Wash Krakengard Wild Collection Body Wash March Madness reaches its conclusion next Monday when the top two teams play for the 2010 NCAA
college basketball championship. I'm sure that locker rooms and sports bags teams competing in will be stocked with body wash and deodorant products from two brands whose media plans we're evaluating this Unilever's Axe and Procter &amp; Gamble's Old Spice has had more than their fair share of one-on-one ball
lately. Axe has delivered some irreverent and sometimes controversial campaigns over the years, but Old Spice has insused the brand to make it more relevant to younger users. Here we check out their forms and stats in both media plans. Axe's marketing included unique death sentences and sponsorship for marketing
to the interests of its main consumer base, young men aged 18 to 24. Its TV creative deodorants featured separate spots showing BMXer Adam Jones and professional skateboarder Ryan Sheckler each performing an air double pit on chesty – English, mid-flight spray under the armpits and across the chest. Last
summer, it launched Axe Instinct, a skin inspired scent, with creativity that was alternately funny or sexy, but either it tagged Power skin. And in January 2010, Axe launched the Campaign for Clean Your Balls Axe Detailer Shower Tool and Shower Gel on Facebook, YouTube and recently launched AXECYB.com.
Purifies Your Bombs video is a three minute HSN spoof filled with double entendres that emphasize the importance of maintaining clean equipment, all while demonstrating the product. Old Spice, for its part, has targeted men over the last couple of years with a humorous creative featuring the slogan Smell Like A Man,
Man. But it is also branched out to other themes and strategies. Old Spice's latest work has sought to target not only the main male user, for example, but also women buying personal care products for guys. THIS YEAR IT CONTRIBUTED TO RED ZONE BODY WASHING WITH A SPOT STARRING RETIRED NFL
running BACK ISAIAH MUSTAFA, WHO ENCOURAGES WOMEN TO GET THEIR MEN TO STOP USING LADY-ScentED BODY WASHING SO THEY CAN SMELL LIKE A MAN. It has also developed ads that promote its product range, tagged different fragrances by different gents. And last summer it ran a campaign
themed remnants of evil to promote its Ever Clear formulation (which uses less powder and wax), warning against the social consequences of underarm remnants. Old Spice topped its video effort around isaiah Mustafa's site, incorporating indirect women in saturated vehicles – Facebook and cinema – in its ads launch
in February. The video ran like theaters on Valentine's Day weekend. Its TV run included placements on women's skewing cable networks E! and VH1. The clip has become an internet sensation, garnering 5.1 million YouTube views in its first 30 days, spawning a lot of video parodies (some not so friendly), recording
Mustafa at urbandictionary.com and even a Betty White-like Facebook petition to get Mustafa to host Saturday Night Live. The popularity of the ad even led Mustafa to appear on the Ellen Degeneres show earlier this month. There was an incredible amount of buzz and blog activity this movie. Axe's YouTube-promoting
video Cleanse Your Balls garnered nearly 1.5 million views, which was impressive because it was done without much support after online promotion. Axe also led several brand integrations during the show. It was a featured sponsor of the College Humor prank segment abc's Jimmy Kimmel Live, for example, and bought
a brand mentioning NBC's Parks and Recreation and CW's Life Unexpectedly. The axe actually outspent Old Spice's traditional TV three-to-one. It placed about 41% of its TV buy across 36 cable stations skewing to younger, male target networks such as MTV, ESPN, Spike and Comedy Central. It contributed inside the
NBA and NCAA basketball play-offs. In addition, it set a significant budget (almost 40%) syndication to give it an unbeatable presence of Family Guy, King Hill, South Park and Scrub re-runs. Old Spice bought a narrower schedule cable through 17 networks and a wide cross-section of sports broadcasts where The Axe
had little or no presence: NASCAR, Major League Baseball, the National Football League and college football. The Axe Axe Facebook page features brand information in a new section of the sports ticket giveaway featuring NFL quarterback Matthew Stafford and news of upcoming Axe events. Its YouTube channel
features a recent video relating to Axe products, most notable for double pits chesty skating and BMX trick. The Old Spice Facebook page has an impressive 535,000 fans and has posted content that its fan community seems to respond well to. Its wall deals very often have a large number of likes and comments. Old
Spice's YouTube channel had an abundance of content I hadn't seen before. I laughed my way through it. Old Spice supports its new line of deodorants in a contest in which two qualified interns will travel to exotic sites and report on their perfume-inspired adventures via Facebook, Twitter and blogging about
oldspice.com. It is enlisting professional snowboarder Gretchen Bleiler and professional surfer Anastasia Ashley as an internship mentor. Axe Axe ran banners promoting CYB campaign sites such as Adult Swim, CBSSports.com, PGA TOUR, Smoking Gun, CBS College Sports, CBSSports.com, comingsoon.net,
Rivals.com and Yahoo! Meanwhile, Old Spice ran a ResidueIsEvil campaign on a combination of men's target and video sites like AskMen.com, BET.com, BlackPlanet.com, BlogSpot, College Humor, ESPN.com, Film.com, GameSpot, Veoh, Yahoo! and YouTube. The click destination was off-putting, but perhaps an
effective example of what the leftovers may look like. Axe in addition to their social media presence, both Axe and Old Spice had several branded website destinations. The Axe website is currently featuring Axe Rise Dirty Morning Test, a pop-up site that promotes the company's new perfume, Axe Rise. Axe Futbol, part
of The company's Hispanic internet presence features finding differences in the photo hunt game. Axe CYB is a page Break.com featuring a full 3-minute mock-infomercial for the Axe Detailer Shower Tool. The Old Spice website has promotional animations and links to several of its latest television spots. Axe Had some
customized ads that gave Axe an impressive presence at Playboy and Rolling Stone to promote Axe Instinct. Other names that were released included GQ, Maxim, Men's Fitness, ESPN Magazine, Spin and Vibe. Old Spice ran magazine ads from September to December 2009: Details, GQ, Entertainment Weekly, Men's
Fitness, ESPN Magazine, Maxim, Sports Illustrated and Men's Health. Axe While some of Old Spice's online and TV advertising was directed at women, its event marketing still focuses on men with sports being a con lead choice. In August 2009, Old Spice and the NFL announced multi-year sponsorship, but it has been
an active sponsor of Tony Stewart's car and Nascar for several years. Finally, resonated with younger men, Old Spice also has active sponsorship with Major League Gaming, and every Thanksgiving weekend since the 2006 Old Spice Classic college basketball tournament airs on ESPNU and ESPN2. The axe has
shown a fair bit of company in creating its own branded events. To celebrate and create a PR launch for Clean Your Balls and AXECYB.com, Axe threw a celebrity-filled party during the Sundance Film Festival. Parties and music have become big business axe. While many brands sponsor the party, Axe kicks it up notch
by rebranding popular nightclubs with the moniker Axe Lounge, as was all last summer at Hamptons hot spot Dune, and Miami's LIV nightclub during the weekend last February. Reaching more public places, Axe scoured Craigslist and MySpace for 20 street musicians and college bands and gave them one thousand
dollars to put up Axe Instinct signs and give out deodorant samples where they played. Buskers even played Cody Chesnutt's Look Good in Leather soundtrack from the Axe TV commercial. During New York Fashion Week, Axe promoted his Rare Leathers body spray by distributing it to Duckie Brown to show skin bags.
Axe instead of just releasing another iPhone app, Axe showed some extra flair for mobile. It created a print campaign that uses cell phone MMS functionality to encourage readers (at 9p.m..) to text the number of Axe to complete the missing piece of the scantily clad model. It also launched Pogo Xtreme's multi-platform
gaming initiative, including, yes, a game on the iPhone, but also the death penalty on internet and game consoles – part of an educational campaign to teach guys how to properly use deodorant body spray. Axe Old Spice pulls off a terrific online/offline video strategy around its Isaiah Mustafa Old Spice Red Zone
campaign and impressed with your social media programs. But the Axe slam dunked the media with a high-achieving and comprehensive TV and magazine program, complete with imaginative and relevant events and content, providing a deeper brand of media campaign. The axe wins in extra time. Time.
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